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South Africa’s hedge fund industry is about
to move from a system largely characterised
by self-regulation to one in which managers
will be under greater supervision from the
country’s regulator, the Financial Services
Board. While some members of the industry
believe that regulation will help raise
awareness and improve the image of hedge
funds, there is some concern that the end
result will be an industry divided between
regulated and unregulated managers and
products.

Up to now the regulatory status of hedge
fund managers has been a matter of
uncertainty, but arguably this state of affairs
has served the industry and its investors
reasonably well, even though there is no
supervision of hedge fund managers since
their investment techniques fall outside the
remit of the Collective Investment Schemes
Control Act. In theory, this situation leaves
private and institutional investors without
regulatory protection.

In practice, however, the structure of the
industry has prompted managers to take a
more conservative approach and run fewer
risks, according to Carl Liebenberg, who
recently stepped down as chief executive of

fund of hedge funds manager Clade
Investment Management.

Liebenberg notes that in the absence of
regulation, institutional investors have
preferred to invest through funds of hedge
funds in order to benefit from their due
diligence capabilities; funds of funds
accounted for just under 60 per cent of total
single manager assets at the end of June
2007, according to research provider and
fund of funds manager Novare Investments.

“Because the bulk of institutional money is
coming through funds of hedge funds,
allocations to hedge funds in South Africa
are generally based on their objectives,
which has resulted in managers becoming
quite conservative,” Liebenberg says. “Levels
of leverage are very low and transparency
are very high, because managers are trying
to market themselves to the funds of funds.

“We probably have one of the best self-
regulated industries in the world. As many
as 80 [out of more than 130] hedge funds
report their daily data to an independent risk
manager. As a fund of funds manager, Clade
receives risk reports on every hedge fund it
invests in from the risk manager, and they
also do an aggregate risk report on the fund
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One of the fastest-growing areas of the
Maitland group is its fund administration
division, and in particular its alternative fund
services business. Starting out with traditional
mutual funds and funds of funds, Maitland
moved into the alternative fund area a couple
of years ago and is carving out an international
reputation, with offices in the British Virgin
Islands and Luxembourg helping to win new
business from managers worldwide.

The alternative funds sector is a complex
and specialised area of the industry that is
not necessarily suited to traditional fund
administrators that focus on volume and
automated processes. Providing high-quality
services to alternative fund managers
requires a more tailored approach, but it
offers attractive growth potential for the
coming years as hedge funds become a
more important area of investors’ portfolios.

At the same time, the increasing
sophistication of hedge funds is making the
administrator’s work more complex than it
was a few years ago, requiring more intense
co-operation between the client and the
service provider. It’s no longer just a question
of NAV calculation but increasingly a package
of services ranging from valuation of exotic
financial instruments to compliance issues.

Meanwhile, the use of third-party
administrators is regarded as vital by investors
in most parts of the world and the trend is
also gaining ground in the US. For due
diligence and risk reasons, an independent
administrator is preferable to investors as a
guarantor of the integrity of valuations and of
the efficiency of the fund’s administration
process. It also helps hedge fund managers
to concentrate on their own areas of expertise
– and it is a development welcomed by
regulators everywhere because it relieves part
of their own supervisory burden.

Maitland’s fund services business has

relationship managers in centres in which
clients are domiciled, but all the
administration work is carried out at its centre
of excellence in Cape Town, where the
alternative funds division accounts for around
47 out of more than 250 staff and where
employees can draw on the experience
gleaned from working with a wide range of
domestic and international clients. Fund
managers and investors also benefit from
Maitland’s wider offering of fund tax and
structuring advice, as well as administration
of the fund entity, be it a company or trust.

With its established financial services
industry and well-educated population, Cape
Town also offers a relative abundance of the
skills required by the administration industry,
and its time zone is convenient for liaison
with Maitland’s front office operations and
their clients in Europe. In addition, costs are
generally lower than in many other fund
jurisdictions, important for investors who
demand high-quality fund servicing but do
not want returns eroded by high operating
expenses and management costs.

Cape Town’s attractions as an
administration centre are luring other
international service providers. However,
Maitland has established a large market
share through its specialist capacity in hedge
fund administration and its ability to offer
technological capability alongside
individualised services to managers in areas
such as reporting.

The hedge fund industry is growing
dramatically in South Africa, with a regular
flow of successful start-ups and a track record
of fund managers that have developed over
the years into major operations in terms of
assets under management, with performance
to match. The presence of an established
administration sector is a key foundation stone
for the industry’s future development. ■

M A I T L A N D  F U N D  S E R V I C E S
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of funds. There are phenomenal levels of
transparency and a high degree of
compliance with international best practice.”

Pressure from funds of funds, Liebenberg
argues, has been a driving force behind the
growing use of independent third-party
administrators. “Clade wouldn’t invest in a
fund unless it had an independent
administrator, which is now pretty much the
norm in South Africa,” he says. “Amaranth
would never have happened there.”

He acknowledges that independent
administration is no guarantee against blow-
ups: “A fund called Evercrest produced the
industry’s first blow-up last April when the
manager put on a massive short position that
was out of mandate. You can’t stop a
manager doing something stupid, but you can
at least ensure good practice in how they
conduct themselves.”

But this is now changing as a system of
formal regulation of the industry by the
Financial Services Board finally comes into
effect after years of discussion and debate.
The regulator has set a deadline of February
29 for managers to apply for a licence that
will give them the classification of hedge
fund manager but will require them to
demonstrate appropriate management
experience and expertise.

“The investment manager needs to be
registered with the FSB and must have the
necessary experience to be managing a
hedge fund,” says Gavin Butcher, head of
research at Oryx Investment Management,
which runs Oryx SA, a South African-
domiciled fund of hedge funds, as well as
three offshore funds of funds.  “The
requirements for long-only portfolio
managers have been extended further for
hedge funds, involving three years’
experience of managing a long-only fund or
two years of working for a hedge fund.”

The new system is intended to provide a
framework that should ease some of the
regulatory constraints on hedge fund
investment by institutions and also by retail
investors, and at present funds themselves
will continue to sit outside the regulatory
environment. But some managers fear it will
lead inexorably to much more detailed
prescription of what hedge fund products
should and should not do.

“For the past five years we have been

promised some kind of hedge fund regulation,”
says Lee Dalley, a portfolio manager with Blue
Ink Investments, a fund of hedge funds
manager that serves principally individual
investors and which was acquired at the end
of last year by Octane Group, a Swiss-based
alternative fund of funds provider.

“It’s not an easy thing to do, but the FSB
has slowly begun to regularise the industry
by establishing the category 2A licence for
FSB-approved hedge fund managers. There
are quite tight criteria, including the need to
demonstrate industry experience in the
particular strategy you will be managing. A
lot of people have been going obtaining
references from the various companies
they’ve worked with in order to prove their
experience to the FSB.”

Dalley believes regulation may prove a
double-edged sword, especially if the
regulator than moves on to regularising
products. “It may give private clients and
independent financial advisers more comfort
if the FSB has some sort of oversight over
who becomes a hedge fund manager,” he
says. “However, it depends on how the
market will be regulated, and there has been
concern everywhere that regulators might
limit what managers are allowed to do.

“That would have the detrimental effect of
forcing many managers not to become
regulated if restrictions were to be imposed
on how they can trade. In all likelihood the
FSB will establish a regularised hedge fund
vehicle and prescribe what it should look
like. Some managers will be willing to go
down that route, but others won’t.

O V E R V I E W
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As South Africa’s young but fast-growing
hedge fund industry seeks changes in the
country’s regulatory environment to help it
broaden its investor base among institutions
at home, a crucial task is to help create
wider understanding about alternative
investments across the country.

Wide disparities in hedge fund knowledge
currently exist among South African investors.
Blue Ink Investments, which was acquired
late last year by Swiss-based alternative fund
of funds provider Octane Group, offers
products aimed at private clients while
affiliated company Legae Capital, a black-
empowered fund of hedge funds provider,
serves the institutional market.

Legae has attracted business from some
of the country’s big pension funds, but even
in this area understanding about the benefits
of alternative investments is quite selective.
Some clients are keen to invest in hedge
funds as useful portfolio tools, but for others
it’s harder to get the message across.
There’s a lack of expertise in the broader
investment community, and it’s largely the
industry’s responsibility to educate investors
about the benefits of hedge fund investment.

This may become more urgent if
restrictions on institutional investment in
hedge funds are relaxed. At present the main
allowance is the 2.5 per cent of total assets
that pension funds may allocate to ‘other’
investments, which also includes areas such
as private equity, although some hedge fund
investments are structured as debentures to
qualify for a larger investment allowance.

However, the small size of the allocation
to hedge funds possible at present
discourages some pension funds from
devoting time, effort and resources to
developing expertise in this area and
conducting the due diligence necessary
before making an investment. The regulatory
authorities are currently examining the rules

governing trustees’ investment allocations,
and managers hopes any relaxation of the
restrictions will encourage greater use of
hedge funds within pension scheme
portfolios.

This makes sense for South Africa
because here as elsewhere in the world,
hedge funds are now a permanent part of
the investment industry. Over time the
number of funds will continue to grow,
regulations will gradually be liberalised, and
investors that have already put a toe in the
water will be at an advantage, because
many of the best managers whose funds are
currently open to investment are building up
track records and attracting assets much
faster than their less experienced
colleagues. Gaining access to leading
managers now will yield benefits in the
future, when those funds may be closed to
new investors.

Like the institutions, private individuals
vary in their knowledge of hedge fund
investment, although there is widespread
appreciation of managers’ ability to generate
returns uncorrelated with traditional equity
and fixed income investments. But many of
the high net worth individuals to whom we
are now gaining access use sophisticated
brokers or financial advisers who have made
the effort to understand hedge funds and
impress on their clients the importance of
protection against a future downside.

The group offers a range of funds of
funds varying in risk profile from
conservative, low volatility products to more
aggressive and concentrated portfolios.
While private clients are predictably attracted
by the higher returns offered by the
aggressive strategies, institutions also initially
preferred these portfolios. However, more
savvy institutional investors are now looking
for more conservative funds of funds that
can provide returns with lower volatility. ■

B L U E  I N K  I N V E S T M E N T S
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“The question arises what happens to
hedge funds that are already in existence
and closed to new investment. There is no
incentive for them to become regulated
funds, because they don’t need to attract
any more money. Short of them being told
they have to comply or close down – and I
don’t think the FSB would have the authority
to do that – they would continue to exist as
unregulated hedge funds.”

Dalley believes the result will be a
regulated industry, which will offer easier
access for investors, and an unregulated
market, where investors will have to sign
disclaimers signalling their acceptance of a
lack of regulatory oversight and protection.
However, he is not convinced that the move
will bring hedge funds into the mainstream
retail market

“The presumption has been that once
funds are regulated and form part of the
broader collective investment scheme world,
it will be easier for everyone,” he says. “But
these aren’t funds for everybody. It’s not an
environment where managers will want to
start collecting ZAR50 a month from
investors, as they do in the traditional space.”

He is echoed by Barry Shamley, head of
trading at Oryx, who questions whether the
new regulations will be a significant factor in
the growth of either individual or institutional
investment in hedge funds. Noting that
institutions are already willing to invest in the
sector without regulation, he adds: “It might
be helpful in getting private clients on board,
but I’m not sure whether most hedge fund
managers will want to deal with them
because they tend to bring smaller amounts

of money and require a lot of administration.”
However, Veit Schuhen, chief operating

officer of Maitland Fund Services, believes
that greater regulation will ultimately benefit
the industry. He says: “Regulation doesn’t
necessarily mean restriction, but it can
provide assurance that makes investors
more comfortable. Domestic investors feel
much safer than in an environment where
nothing is regulated. Fund managers may
feel differently, but they should think about
the investor if in the end it helps them
become more successful.”

Schuhen is comfortable about
administrators themselves being regulated
and taking on a larger portion of
responsibility for overseeing the operations of
the funds they service. “It’s the right thing tfor
more compliance work to fall on third-party
administrators,” he says. “The effect will be to
require the administrator to monitor that
everything is working properly and to report
to the regulator on an ongoing basis. If things
go wrong, the administrator will be as much
responsible as the manager. It’s probably the
best way to force hedge fund managers to
outsource to third-party service providers.”

He argues that this is a logical development
as administrators develop a different kind of
relationship with their fund manager clients,
one much more based on partnership. “The
old-style administrator sitting somewhere in
the suburbs, employing people aged between
50 and 60 and simply doing NAV calculation
and accounting, has gone,” Schuhen says.

“Now it’s an industry driven by people
with sophisticated skills and specialist
expertise, and we are moving toward a
consultancy or advisory role. Fund managers
expect us to ask what they want to achieve.
They tell us their goals, and we come up
with recommendations on the structure, build
it together in partnership with the manager
and provide the key IT systems to support it.”

Schuhen says this bespoke advisory
capability is what distinguishes medium-sized
administrators such as Maitland from the
global giants of the industry. “At a
sophisticated, specialised administrator like
Maitland, you create a product, you don’t run
a sausage machine. You advise the client on
which direction to go. We are much more
aligned with market needs and changes than
the big players.” ■

O V E R V I E W
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From just a handful of funds with some
ZAR1.4bn in as recently as mid-2002, the
South African hedge fund industry had grown
five years later to more than 130 funds with at
least ZAR26bn in assets under management.
Industry members predict that the current
soaring growth rate will be maintained for
some time, pointing to plentiful capacity
available in existing funds and a level of
allocation to alternative assets which remains
well below those in other markets.

Up to now the South African industry has
been constrained to some degree by
restrictive rules governing investment in
alternatives by pension funds, a widespread
lack of understanding about the asset class
among both institutions and private investors,

and uncertainty created by a lack of
regulatory oversight. Abroad, investors
turning from developed to emerging markets
have focused more on Asia and Latin
America than Africa and its largest economy.

But those factors are set to change to a
lesser or greater degree, to the benefit of
South African managers, many of which are
now developing the extended track records
of success that conservative institutions are
looking for. At the same time the industry is
becoming broader and more sophisticated
as established asset managers launch
alternative products, and the dominance of
equity long/short and market neutral
strategies gradually diminishes while the
asset share of multistrategy funds soars.

I N D U S T R Y
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Founded in June 2002 by Heiko van
Wyngaarden, an active investor for two and
a half decades and a pioneer of hedge fund
investment strategies as a prop desk trader
at FirstCorp Merchant Bank, Oryx Investment
Management is one of the largest privately-
owned hedge fund managers in South
Africa, with around USD300m in assets
under management in four onshore and
offshore long/short funds.

Oryx manages three offshore funds
denominated in US dollars and domiciled in
the British Virgin Islands: the Optis Southern
Africa Fund and the Optis Global
Opportunities Fund, both launched in May
2003, and the Optis Africa fund, launched in
August last year, which focuses on African
equities outside the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange. The fourth fund is the onshore
flagship Oryx SA Fund, launched in October
2004 and denominated in rands.

The Oryx SA and Optis Southern Africa
funds both focus on the South African
market and are almost identical in
investment policy, except that the Optis fund
is hedged back into dollars and sometimes
invests through markets outside South Africa
where equities are dual-listed. The Optis
Africa Fund also mainly invests through
international exchanges.

All the funds currently have a long focus
and an emphasis on value stocks, but with
hedging against potential downside
movement. This strategy has been highly
successful, with both the Oryx and Optis
South Africa funds achieving annualised
returns of about 40 per cent a year, and the
firm has won a series of awards from local
hedge fund research providers.

The South African hedge fund market
may still be relatively small, but it has
enjoyed explosive growth in recent years,

rising from barely more than USD7bn in late
2005 to as much as ZAR30bn today. The
potential of the industry for future growth is
illustrated by the fact that it is much smaller
by comparison with the long-only investment
industry than the hedge fund sectors in the
US or UK.

One factor that has probably constrained
the industry’s growth is lack of regulation. Up
to now investment managers only needed to
be registered with the Financial Services
Board, although from the end of February the
regulator is introducing higher requirements
for fund managers in terms of their
investment experience. In addition, because
hedge funds may not market themselves to
individuals or institutions, there is a lack of
knowledge in the marketplace.

Most interest comes from funds of funds
based in South Africa, a handful of family
offices and from well-informed high net
worth individuals who understand the risks
involved in hedge fund investing. By
contrast, the Optis offshore funds have as
investors family offices and funds of hedge
funds from London and Switzerland, and
there is increasing interest from the US and
Asia for African and South African-focused
hedge funds.

The recent market turmoil has had its
impact on South Africa as elsewhere,
especially for small- and mid-cap stocks,
but short-term turbulence aside, the future
looks bright for South Africa’s hedge fund
industry, which is starting to gain critical
mass and at the same time benefit from
greater exposure both at home and abroad.
The South Africa story is gaining ground as
international investors look for the next
China. This is the last under-invested
continent, and South Africa is the perfect
place to play Africa from. ■

O R Y X
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The most authoritative source of facts and
figures on South Africa’s hedge fund industry is
the annual survey conducted by Novare
Investments, a manager of funds of hedge
funds. In its latest report published last
October, Novare says industry assets grew by
some almost 70 percent in the 12 months to
the end of June 2007, from ZAR15.4bn to
ZAR25.9bn, while the number of single-strategy
funds it identified grew from 90 in June 2006 to
131 from 78 managers a year later.

“We’ve seen exponential growth in the
South African hedge fund industry over the
past five years,” says Carl Liebenberg, until
recently the chief executive of fund of funds
manager Clade Investment Management.
“This is largely as a result of the take-up of
hedge funds by institutional investors over
the past two or three years, although initially
the industry developed thanks to private
individual wealth.”

Novare’s figures cover rand-denominated
onshore funds and portfolios that use some
kind of short asset exposure or short selling
and that employ some degree of leverage,
and group together managed accounts and
pooled funds that share the same strategy
as a single entity. It no longer includes in its
survey absolute return funds, unit trusts that
obtain short exposure through derivative
positions and which accounted for a further
ZAR3.7bn in assets at the end of June.

At least 33 new funds were established
over the year to the end of June. Novare says
that whereas in the past most new hedge
funds were set up by managers starting their
own business after leaving large asset
management firms, the majority of start-up
funds are now launched by large asset
managers, boutique hedge fund houses and
niche asset management companies as an
expansion of their product offering.

These funds attracted 12 per cent of all
new inflows into the industry and 40 per cent
of the ZAR2.2bn total for new funds, while
hedge funds launched by brokerage houses
took 9 per cent of total new inflows and 28
per cent of inflows into new funds. However,
Lee Dalley, a portfolio manager with fund of
hedge funds provider Blue Ink Investments,
cautions that a lustrous reputation in long-
only investment is no guarantee that
managers will be able to replicate their
success in the hedge fund arena.

“We are seeing more big names from the
traditional long-only space setting up as
hedge fund managers, but just because
you’re a good traditional manager, that
doesn’t necessarily mean you will be a good
hedge fund manager,” he says. “When we
choose managers, even for big names from
traditional fund management we need to see
some sort of track record before we get too
carried away about their hedge fund.”

Blue Ink has established a business called
Blue Incubator to provide a structure to
assist the development of new managers
with promise. “We started off looking at very
different strategies to try to differentiate
ourselves from our competitors,” Dalley says.
“To begin with we are putting up in-house
risk capital, but in the future we may create
an entry point for investors who want to
spice up their allocation even more by going
into start-up managers.

“There is also empirical evidence that
start-up managers deliver the biggest
investment returns in the first couple of years
of their life. But that’s not the main reason
for setting this up, which is to find potentially
good new managers and ideally keep them
for ourselves to provide additional capacity
that we can allocate to.”

Legae Capital, a joint venture between
Blue Ink and Legae Securities that

I N D U S T R Y
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How attractive are South African hedge
funds as an investment opportunity? And is
your fund or fund of funds outperforming or
underperforming?

In an industry as opaque as that of hedge
funds, these questions used to be difficult to
answer. Which is why in August 2006, the
Bond Exchange of South Africa Limited
teamed up with Clade Investment
Management to create the South African
Hedge Fund Index, and why Clade launched
an investible version of this index allowing
investors passive exposure to this asset
class as a whole.

The Bond Exchange of South Africa is an
independent exchange responsible for
operating and regulating the debt securities
and interest-rate derivatives markets in South
Africa. The organisation was granted its
exchange licence in 1996, and last December
entered a new era by converting from a
mutual association to a public company.

Clade is a leading South African asset
manager and authorised financial services
provider offering equity, bond and hedge
fund investible indices and exchange-traded
funds. It is a subsidiary of the Clade Group,
which currently has just over ZAR9bn in
assets under management.

The South African Hedge Fund Index
provides accurate information and credible
data regarding hedge funds from a regulated
financial exchange. The index offers a
representative and comprehensive depiction
of the performance of all eligible hedge
funds in the South African market, and
provides investors with a replicable
benchmark of returns against which funds
and funds of funds can be compared. The
investible version allows investors to access
these returns simply and cheaply.

As of October 2007, 32 managers with

assets under management of ZAR9.6bn were
included in the index. At the end of June
2006, South African hedge fund industry
assets were estimated at ZAR18bn by
Novare Investments, rising to an estimated
ZAR26bn12 months later.

This change represents growth of 39 per
cent for the industry, and is in line with the
growth in assets under management of the
index, at 41 per cent. In the SAHFI universe,
the number of funds has increased from 55 in
September 2006 to 73 a year later with a total
value of R15bn in assets under management.

A due diligence process is carried out on
the funds identified to ensure they meet the
eligibility criteria and are willing and able to
submit timely monthly data for index
construction.

In order to be eligible, funds must be
based in South Africa and report in rands,
have at least ZAR30m in assets under
management, be open to new investment,
outsource administration to a third-party
service provider, offer at least monthly
liquidity to investors, and report within three
weeks of the end of each month.

So how has the asset class performed?
Since launch with a base date of March
2004, the SAHFI has grown by an annualised
19.54 per cent in rand terms, with a standard
deviation of 5.17 per cent. In US dollars the
return has been 17.08 per cent.

This can be compared with the HFRX
index of global hedge fund returns of 4.50
per cent, the MSCI World Index of equity
market returns of 11.90 per cent, and the
Citigroup World Government Bond Index
return of 2.52 per cent over the same time
period and denominated in US dollars. How
does your asset class, hedge fund or fund of
funds compare with the benchmark and
investible index? ■

B O N D  E X C H A N G E  O F  S O U T H  A F R I C A
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specialises in institutional investment, falls
under a South African government
programme to encourage black
empowerment in business, and Dalley says:
“We have an objective to help
transformation in the industry and are very
supportive of black hedge fund managers.
Two of the black managers we have seeded
have been very successful over the past
couple of years.”

Inevitably some start-ups fall by the
wayside. Nine funds tracked by Novare
closed in the 12 months to the end of June,
mostly due to the loss of seed capital or the
departure of the fund’s manager. However,
South Africa also saw its first hedge fund
blow-up when the ZAR200m Evercrest
Aggressive Fund lost 66 per cent of its
assets in April 2007 through a leveraged bet
on a fall in the share price of financial
service group Sanlam; in the event it rose by
more than 17 per cent.

As elsewhere in the world, growth in the
hedge fund industry is being accompanied
by concentration. The 10 largest hedge
funds together managed 40 per cent of
total hedge fund assets, with a quarter of
the total represented by the seven hedge
fund managers with a total of more than
ZAR1bn across all their single strategy
hedge fund products. Novare says a further
30 per cent of total industry assets were in
hedge funds ranging between ZAR200m
and ZAR500m in size; funds smaller that
ZAR100m accounted for less than 7.5 per
cent of all industry assets.

According to the survey, funds of hedge
funds continue account for the lion’s share of
South African single strategy hedge funds,
with 59 per cent of all investments, but their
share of total new investment fell back to 42
per cent in the 12 months to the end of June
from 79 per cent a year earlier. Novare says
this could be down to funds of funds
demanding a longer track record from new
funds before investing.

High net worth individuals accounted for
18 per cent of total hedge fund assets,
pension funds for 7 per cent and life funds
– which held 20 per cent of admittedly a
much smaller total in 2004 – 4 per cent.
Offshore investors accounted for just 1.2 per
cent of domestic South African hedge fund
assets, but tend to invest in South Africa

through offshore entities that often mirror
domestic vehicles.

The current restriction on pension funds
investing more than 2.5 per cent of their
assets in an ‘other investments’ category
that includes private equity as well as
pension funds has influenced the kind of
structures employed by hedge fund
managers. While more than half of industry
assets are held in limited partnerships, the
next largest share – 21 per cent – is in
debenture structures, because this offers
institutions greater investment flexibility.

“If you use a particular type of structure
such as a debenture, it can be classified
under the listed debenture category,” Dalley
says. “This enables pension funds to allocate
a greater share of their assets to hedge
funds because their allowance for
investment in listed debentures is much
higher, although it depends on what other
assets they are holding within that
allocation.”

According to Novare, almost 40 per cent
of the new funds launched over the year to
June 2007 employed a debenture structure, a
larger share than limited partnerships.
“Hedge fund managers are creating a note
that invests through a structure into the
underlying funds,” says Liebenberg, who with
Clade was instrumental in launching the
South African Hedge Fund Index in August
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2006 in collaboration with the Bond
Exchange of South Africa.

Novare’s survey figures make clear that
equity long/short remains the dominant
strategy for South African managers with 53
per cent of total assets, followed by equity
market neutral with 19 per cent and fixed-
income arbitrage with 4 per cent, while no
other distinct strategy accounted for more
than 2 per cent of total industry assets.

While long/short and market neutral still
accounted between them for 72 per cent of
total assets last June, compared with 74 per
cent a year earlier, their combined share has
dropped from 91 per cent in 2005. However,
the most striking year-on-year change was
the increase in the number of multistrategy
funds from four to 11 and the doubling of
their share of total assets to 14 per cent (and
18 per cent of the assets of funds launched
over the previous 12 months).

The growth of the industry and the

redoubling of managers’ efforts to win
institutional assets are reflected in the
growing level of transparency offered to
investors. According to Novare, by June
funds accounting for 38 per cent of industry
assets provided daily portfolio holdings,
while funds accounting for 75 per cent
offered at least monthly transparency; the
proportion offering portfolio transparency
only quarterly fell from 6 to 2 per cent. Funds
accounting for 24 per cent of total assets
provide daily net asset values, and funds
with 62 per cent of asserts provide NAVs at
least monthly.

The proportion of funds using outsourced
third-party administration is also rising,
accounting for 79 per cent of industry assets
at the end of June. Novare identifies five
South Africa-based administrators servicing
at least 119 local funds with assets
exceeding ZAR20.5bn. Almost all of the
country’s funds have an independent auditor,
and funds managing 75 per cent of assets
use one of the six prime brokers serving the
South African market; a handful use more
than one prime broker, while the remainder
are funds managed by larger asset
managers with internal trading desks.

The growing use of outsourced
administration not only reflects global best
practice (outside the US, at least) but reflects
funds’ growing sophistication, according to
Veit Schuhen, chief operating officer of
Maitland Fund Services. “Hedge funds are
becoming more complex than they were a
couple of years ago, so the administration
becomes more complex,” he says. “It’s no
longer just a question of NAV calculation. For
due diligence and risk reasons, investors
increasingly expect a third-party administrator
– and regulators prefer them too.”

According to Novare, the potential for
growth of the South African hedge fund
industry is illustrated by the fact that its
aggregate assets last June accounted for just
0.6 per cent of the total market capitalisation
of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, even
after growing by more than two thirds over
the previous 12 months. In addition, survey
respondents said they had more than
ZAR30.5bn in available capacity, giving the
industry room to more than double even
before any expansion of the financial
markets in which funds trade. ■
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